Traditional certainty approaches for assessing the stability of the surrounding rocks of hydraulic tunnels fail to consider the stochasticity and fuzziness of parameters. The uncertainty theory-based model was adopted in the present study to resolve the defects arising from high-impact parameter selection and parameter values of rock masses on surrounding rock stability. First, a qualitative analysis on surrounding rock stability of hydraulic tunnels was performed using mathematical techniques. The results were used to propose an unascertained measure evaluation model to assess the surrounding rock stability of hydraulic tunnels. A comprehensive evaluation indicator system for surrounding rock stability was established. Next, the classification criteria matrix for the evaluation indicators and the unascertained measure recognition matrix under a single indicator were built. The above tools were used to assess the surrounding rock stability grade. The comprehensive evaluation model for surrounding rock stability was obtained. This model was then applied to an engineering case involving the diversion tunnel of Changdian Hydropower Station in Liaoning Province. The assessment result was compared with the actual of the project. The comprehensive evaluation model enabled the full consideration of uncertain and concealed parameters of the rock masses. The comprehensive measure vector calculated for the rock mass showed that the stability grade is C 3 , that is, the surrounding rock stability is poor. Field investigation indicated small cracks in the surrounding rocks with local plastic deformation. Several unsupported rocks had collapsed or undergone deformation damage. The appraisal showed that the surrounding rocks had poor stability; this result was consistent with the model calculation. The proposed model provides reference for further studies on surrounding rock stability assessment of hydraulic tunnels. Such studies can be used to improve designs and project construction.
Introduction
China has recently witnessed a rise of hydraulic construction projects, where new hydraulic techniques are applied and tested. Hydraulic tunnels are important structures for water conveyance, drainage, flood control, and power generation in hydro-junction projects. The surrounding rock stability of hydraulic tunnels strongly influences the construction and operation safety of the entire hydraulic project. Numerical simulation as a type of deterministic analysis is widely used in surrounding rock stability assessment. A few mechanical parameters of the rock masses are first determined by indoor experiments. Then the excavation process is simulated, and the surrounding rock stability is assessed based on whether the plastic region has been penetrated. However, the real situation is that the presence of joints and cracks in the rock masses as well as the effects of water and crustal stress lead to high uncertainty in the mechanical parameters of the rock masses. If rock mass parameters determined in indoor experiments are directly used for numerical simulation, then the estimated result usually differs greatly from the findings of field investigations. Parameter selection and value determination of the rock masses is a major challenge in surrounding the rock stability assessment of hydraulic tunnels. Therefore, building a model to evaluate the surrounding rock stability of hydraulic tunnels that fully considers the uncertainty and hidden nature of rock mass parameters is of high importance.
We used uncertainty theory and engineering practice to assess surrounding rock stability for hydraulic tunnels. The comprehensive evaluation indicator system was proposed by using fuzzy mathematics and statistical theories. After that, we established an unascertained measure evaluation model for surrounding rock stability in hydraulic tunnels.
State of the art
Traditional surrounding rock stability analysis for hydraulic tunnels is generally based on the certainty method, which involves a quantitative calculation and comparison of a safety factor with the allowable safety factor. Whether supports or tunnel lining is needed is then determined based on the safety factor. A qualitative evaluation of the surrounding rock safety of the hydraulic tunnels is followed. The certainty method is divided into three categories: the engineering-geology analog method, the analytical method, and the numerical method. Pinto et al. [1] , [2] rock masses and summarized the variation pattern of the tested parameters. Jeage and Rarnamutrh [3] , [4] observed the variations of mechanical performance of the rock masses and obtained the influence of mechanical parameters of the rock masses on overall strength by changing one parameter of the rock mass. Amadei [5] summarized the variations of rock mass mechanical parameters based on numerous indoor and outdoor tests. Singh [6] applied the equivalent medium theory to study rock mass mechanical parameters. Jose [7] thoroughly investigated the parameters of the structural plane and fracture surface in the layered rock mass, proposing that rock mass parameters strongly influenced on rock mass strength. Lashkaripou and Passaris [8] used numerous indoor and outdoor tests to construct a prediction model for rock mass mechanical parameters. Trollope, L Jing, and Googman et al. [9] , [10] , [11] successfully applied block theory to the study of mechanical behaviors of discontinuous rock masses, and the theory was proved to be applicable to engineering. Chen et al. [12] performed parameter retrieval to study the surrounding rock strength parameters. They proposed the inverse method for strength parameters. Wang et al. [13] applied back analysis of the measured displacement to the sensitivity analysis of surrounding rock mechanical parameters. Qu et al. [14] used FINAL Analysis Software to study the effect of different surrounding rock mechanical parameters on the operation of hydraulic tunnels. They also assessed the sensitivity of each parameter. Liu et al. [15] applied liquid-solid coupling theory and Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua to assess the stability of surrounding rocks in tunnels. They discussed the effect of excavation disturbance and internal water pressure on surrounding rock stability. Fan, Xu, and Peng [16] used ANSYS software to conduct a numerical simulation on surrounding rock stability in hydraulic tunnels. Their study shed new light on relevant engineering projects and academic research. Li, Zheng, and Kang [17] used the strength reduction finite element method to calculate the safety factor as a measure of surrounding rock stability in tunnels. They used gray relational analysis to analyze the sensitivity of the influencing factors of surrounding rock stability. The research findings can inform the grading of surrounding rock stability and tunnel optimization design. Zheng and Wang used a model experiment and elasto-plastic finite element method was used to discuss the surrounding rock stability and failure mechanism of tunnels. Their study provided position and morphology of the fracture surface of surrounding rocks. Jian Deng [19] and Hao used the block theory and programming technique for special geological conditions where the rock mass mechanical parameters are difficult to obtain to qualitatively analyze surrounding rock stability. Their research findings can guide the supporting of unstable surrounding rocks. Most of the studies cited above use deterministic analysis to obtain rock mass mechanical parameters, based on which surrounding rock stability is assessed for hydraulic tunnels. To do this, the concrete values of rock mass parameters are first determined by indoor tests, parameter retrieval, and the back analysis of measured displacement. Then these values are introduced into numerical simulation aided by software. However, the major shortcoming of this approach is that ideal parameter values are used instead of the actual values. The uncertainty and fuzziness of rock mass mechanical parameters arising from discontinuity of the rock masses are dismissed.
Addressing this defect, we use the uncertainty theory-based approach is combined with mathematical techniques to assess stability. An unascertained measure evaluation model is proposed in our study.
The remaining contents of the article are organized as follows: Section 3 describes the evaluation indicator system for surrounding rock stability as well as the establishment of the unascertained measure function and unascertained measure evaluation model. Section 4 demonstrates the reliability of the proposed model through an engineering case. The last section provides a summary and conclusions.
Methodology

Comprehensive Assessment Index System for Surrounding Rock 3.1.1 Selection of Indexes
A total of 12 indexes were selected based on relevant standards and existing research findings as assessment indexes in the assessment model. These indexes consider the influences of various factors, such as rock strength, rock mass integrity, state, and the orientation of structural plane, groundwater, and in-situ rock stress, on surrounding rock. They include the uniaxial compressive strength and rebound value of rock, the P-wave velocity in rock, the integrity index of rock mass, the volumetric joint count, rock-quality designation ( RQD ), the strength of the structural plane, the friction coefficient between structural planes, the groundwater seepage velocity, the angle between main structural plane and tunnel axis, the dip angle of main structural plane, and the angle between maximum principal stress and tunnel axis.
Assessment Index Scales
The stability of the rock surrounding hydraulic tunnels was classified into four classes according to the classification criteria listed in Appendix 2 (hydraulic tunnel surrounding rock classification based on engineering geology) of the Construction Specifications on Underground Excavating Engineering of Hydraulic Structures. The judgement set is 1 2 3 4 ( , , , ) C C C C , with 1 C , 2 C , 3 C and 4 C representing stable, basically stable, less stable, and unstable, respectively. Table  1 shows the surrounding rock stability classification for hydraulic tunnels. Table 2 presents the scales of the indexes. 
No.
Surrounding rock characteristics Stability class
1
The surrounding rock will maintain stability for a long time period and usually contains no unstable block.
Stable
2
The surrounding rock is stable overall and does not deform plastically; spalling may occur locally.
Basically stable
3
The surrounding rock, typically intact soft rock, undergoes localized plastic deformation and may collapse or fail without support and may be temporarily stable.
Less stable
4
The surrounding rock will maintain stability for a short time period and is prone to large-scale deformation of various types and even failure. 
Unstable
3.2.1Construction of a classification standard matrix and single-index identification subsystems
The stability of the rock surrounding hydraulic tunnels was classified Relevant mathematical theory was used to create a classification standard matrix of ij x , the observed value of x . Normally, its value varies between different samples.
Construction of uncertainty measure functions
Linear uncertainty measure functions are the most widely used and simplest measure functions and are widely applied in natural science. Therefore, this study adopts linear uncertainty measure functions. Uncertainty measure functions for the 12 assessment indexes were constructed using the aforementioned index scales. Fig.1 to Fig.12 depicts these functions. 
Assessment Criteria
This study used confidence levels as the assessment criteria. A threshold confidence level, denoted as ( 0.5) λ λ > was preset. In this study, the threshold was set at 0.6. If
is a normal sequence. Let:
Result analysis and discussion
A Case Study of a Project 4.1.1 Project Overview
The unascertained information-based comprehensive assessment model was applied to stability analysis of the rock surrounding the power diversion tunnel at the Changdian Hydropower Station in Liaoning Province. Geological data of the surrounding rock along a certain section of the tunnel were acquired through a geological survey. Table 3 lists several data used in this study. 
Single-index Measure Matrices
The index values of the rock surrounding the diversion tunnel were substituted into the corresponding uncertainty measure functions. Then the uncertainty measure matrices for single-index identification were derived from Formula (2): 
Weight Vectors of the Indexes
The weight vectors of the 12 indexes
denoting uniaxial compressive strength of rock, rebound value, P-wave velocity in rock, integrity index of rock mass, volumetric joint count RQD , strength of structural plane, friction coefficient between structural planes, groundwater seepage velocity, angle between main structural plane and tunnel axis, dip angle of main structural plane, and the angle between maximum principal stress and tunnel axis, respectively) were inferred from the single-index measure matrices and Formula (3) as follows: 
Comprehensive Measure Evaluation Vector
The comprehensive measure matrix is calculated as follow: 
According to the formula (4) ,the comprehensive measure 
Results of Confidence Level Identification
The assessment criteria (Formula (4)) show that the surrounding rock along this tunnel section should be classified as 3 C surrounding rock, suggesting that this tunnel is somewhat unstable. A survey of the project site shows that the surrounding rock along this section was insufficiently strong because of the occurrence of relatively soft rock micro-cracks and localized plastic deformation and collapse, deformation, or failure that occurred in unsupported areas.
The observations are consistent with the results of the comprehensive assessment, which demonstrates the feasibility of the determination of fuzzy reliability indexes used in surrounding rock stability analysis from the results of comprehensive assessment and the validity and reliability of the model proposed in this study.
Conclusions
The uncertainty-based approach was used for the comprehensive assessment of surrounding rock stability for hydraulic tunnels. This approach mainly considers the stochasticity, concealment, and uncertainty of mechanical parameters of the rock masses. The rock mass parameters were calculated by using the stochastic and fuzzy statistical formula, and a comprehensive evaluation indicator system was proposed. Then an unascertained measure evaluation model for surrounding rock stability in hydraulic tunnel projects was built using the normal distribution function in reliability analysis and the measure function in unascertained mathematics. We arrive at the following conclusions:
(1) Under the comprehensive evaluation indicator system, rock mass integrity coefficient, volumetric joint count, and mass indicators are the most important influence factors. This evaluation indicator system lays the foundation for unascertained measure evaluation models.
(2) The comprehensive evaluation indicator system is most applicable to the complex geological conditions with many rock mass cracks and developed joints. As compared with traditional evaluation approaches, the evaluation indicator system becomes more useful as the number of geological conditions and involved parameters increases.
The model was applied to an engineering case of diversion tunnel of Changdian Hydropower Station in Liaoning Province. The stability grade calculated with the evaluation model was consistent with the field investigation, thereby validating the reasonability of the model built. The biggest innovation lies in the ability of the model to solve the uncertainty of the influence factors of surrounding rock stability assessment. This study proposed a new method of surrounding rock stability assessment for hydraulic tunnels based on uncertainty theory and engineering practice. The comprehensive evaluation model built provides realistic prediction. However, the model fails to consider environmental factors and internal water pressure, which must be incorporated into the future qualitative and quantitative analyses.
